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1. Introduction

Chosing as a reference company a kitchen electronics producer,  I  have decided to model  the

return product business process inside the organization.  

This  process  starts  when the  customer  makes  a  demand  for  returning a  product  which from

various reasons he is not satisfied of (for example the product broke, or it is not functioning

normally etc.) and after passing through several inside steps, it ends up by providing a solution to

the dissatisfied customer. 

The company, as mentioned earlier, produces and distributes kitchen electronics having also an

internal department in charge of the return of products. 

During the simulation made in Adonis I have tried to observe how this process is taking place, by

analyzing all parties involved and the time needed for its implementation, within the scope of

providing a more efficient solution in terms of costs and temporal resources. 

2. Modelling the current Process

The first diagram represents the Company Map and it emphasizes the following processes and 

sub-processes: „Product Return”, „Client Notification”, „Accuracy Check” and „Return Value of 

Product”.

The Product Return Process or principal component, being the most important one, as it can 

also be noticed. It represent the main process, which connects to a couple of aditional sub-

processes. Those are:

The Client Notification sub-process is composed by the following activities: Receive invalid 

request, Inform client to modify request, Inform client of inconvenience, Provide solution to 

invalid request and Inform client on procedure.
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The Accuracy Check sub-process is composed by the following activities: Receive product, 

Check product, Send refusal, Send product back to client, Confirm product repair and Send 

product back to customer.

And last, the Return Value of Product sub-process is formed by: Receive reibursment request, 

Issue a payment order, Inform client on money receival delay and Send check.

The Product Return Process diagram: 

Inside this process, I have used three Discrete Variables.
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Accuracy Check Sub-process:

Client Notification Sub-process
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Return Value of Product Sub-process
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For each of the activities there have been established 3 defining times, as following:

- Execution time:  the actual time during which the activity takes place; measured in hours

or minutes, depending on the situation. 

- Waiting time: represents the waiting time until finalization of current activity. Its length 

depends of the activity. 

- Resting time: represents the actual time during which the executor of the action is rest-

ing. 

 For example, for the activity Inform Client to modify request, under Client Notification Sub-

process, I have set the following times:

- Execution time: 00:000:00:07:00

- Waiting time: 00:000:00:01:00

- Resting time: 00:000:00:01:00
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For the other activities presented in the project, the times were set in accordance with the above-

presented activity.   

The Human Resources were included by using the Working Environment, having the 

following structure:

The staff required for the Product Return Business Process is represented by: Chief of 

Department, 2 Customer Care Workers, 2 Technical Workers, one Financial Assistant and 

one Commissionaire. 

For each of the activities, was person was assigned:

 The Chief or Department is responsible of Product Request Receival.

 The 2 Customer Care Workers.

 The 2 Technical Workers.

 The Financial Assistant deals with all assignments under Return value of product sub-

process. 

 The Commisionar has to.

The role for each one of the activities was added under „Responsible Role”.

   

 The Chief of Department works 8h/day, is 100% available and it is paid with 25 RON/h.
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 The Customer Care Worker works 8h/day, is 100% available and it is paid with 10 RON/h.

 The Technical Worker works 8h/day, is 100% available and it is paid with 15 RON/h.

 The Financial Assistant works 8h/day, is 100% available and it is paid with 12 RON/h.

 The Commisionar works 8h/day, is 100% available and it is paid with 10 RON/h.

We have also been using a couple of material resources:

 The computer, EDP system type. 

3. Evaluating the Product Return process – Analysis and Simulation 

I. Analyzing the process

In order to simplify the analysis conducted, we have considered that the process takes 
place once a day.

Consistency Check

Analysis Queries on Business Process Models  Consistency Check on business process 

models, option: Perform all queries above

Result:

The results were also saved under the CSV extention. It is attached in the Annexes, under the

name Consistency Check.csv.

Relation Tables

The steps that need to be followed in order to get the results of the Relation Table, you must 

follow: Analysis  Relation Table on Business Process models  Activity-Responsible role 

table. 
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The results were also saved under the CSV extention. It is attached in the Annexes, under the

name Activity - Responsible role table.csv.

Result: 

Analytic Evaluation 

This type of Evaluation was conduted considering a volume of 1. 

Result: (export: Analytical Evaluation.csv)

We have also evaluated the situation in which we considered a volume of 2. 
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Result:  (export: Analytical Evaluation_2.csv)

Queries/Reports

We have used a pre-defined query, analyzing the activitites conducted by the Commissionare. 

Result: (export: Pre-defined query.csv)
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II. Simulating the Process

Path Analysis

We have considered two simulations (for path 3 and path 10), the results of both of them being 

exported unde the folders : Path Analysis Results_Path3.txt si Path Analysis 

Results_Path10.txt, included in the Annexes. 

Following the simulation, we have also realized a query to see how many of the activities take 

less than 10 minutes. The results can be seen in the below figure:

Capacity Analysis ( Person related option + Process related)

Result: 
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and the Process Related results:

The Results  were exported under  CSV files,  which can be found under  Capacity_Analysis_

Person_Related.csv).

Considering the results generated by the Capacity Analysis,  we can observe that the Chief of

Department is the most expensive resource of the Process’ execution, as he needs to be paid with
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15 RON for the entire execution. He is not involved in a big number of activities, but his tasks

cannot be transfered to other persons inside the departments. 

Also, we can notice that both a Customer Care Worker and a Commissioner do not involve such a

big operational cost, so we can consider hiring an aditional one for each position. 

4. Modelling the „improved” process

As it has the longest duration, we choose as process that will be improved the „Product Return ” 

one, the main process, which according to the results of the simulation, the biggest delais are 

registred during the final part of it, while the product is moving away from commissionaires to 

technial workers. 

We propose as improvements:

1. Hiring a new Comissionar, as this only one that we have can be overwhelmed by the

workload; 

2. Keeping in mind the posibility of hiring a new Financial Assistant (we can notice that the

„Return value of product” sub-process is also taking a long time. 

3. Also,  we  could analyze  some  activities  from the Product  Return  process  and maybe

consider them working in parallel, as some of them do not provide any dependency. 

After implementing all proposed improvements, the Return Product Process will be shortened, as

the work that was before made by one person will be splited in two. It will be transformed in a

more efficient procces, which will not put the company in danger, but help it into its operating

activities. 

Another  simulation will  be  conducted,  in  order  to  be able  to  make  a  qualitative  analysis  of

improvements. As a result  of this one, we can notive that the cycle time was decreased with

almost 20 minutes. This indicator shows the efficiency of the changes made. 
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